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DUCKWORTH encourages curiosity in our world through accessible
and stimulating works of biography and memoir, popular science,
psychology, and history. We also have a passion for publishing
compelling, impeccably researched historical fiction.
Founded by the family of Virginia Woolf in 1898, we have published
incredible authors including D.H. Lawrence, Hilaire Belloc, Evelyn Waugh
and Beryl Bainbridge. We continue this legacy today by publishing
award-winning authors including Ray Kurzweil, Victoria Glendinning,
Julia Child, Thomas E. Ricks and John Spurling, to name but a few.
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Laugh-out-loud science, revealing what will kill you, what woní t, and why
How bad is processed food for you? What’s your disease horoscope? What happens if you overdose
on fentanyl in the sun? George Zaidan offers the insight of a chemist on the stuff we eat, drink,
inhale, and smear on ourselves.
Zaidan makes chemistry more fun than Hogwarts as he reveals exactly what science can (and
can’t) tell us about the packaged ingredients sold to us every day. Sugar, spinach, formaldehyde,
cyanide, the ingredients of life and death, and how we know if something is good or bad for us – as
well as the genius of aphids and their bottoms – are all discussed in exquisite detail at breakneck
speed. Zaidan has a voice no reader will forget.
‘A masterful piece of science writing.’
Daniel H. Pink, author of When and Drive
‘George Zaidan will keep you laughing out loud as he shares
the wonders of our most useful, practical science.’
Daniel J. Levitin, author of Successful Aging and This is Your Brain on Music
George Zaidan is a science communicator, television and web host, and producer. He
created National Geographicí s webseries Ingredients, and he cowrote and directed MITí s
webseries Science Out Loud. His work has been featured in The New York Times, Science,
and Gizmodo. He is currently executive producer at the American Chemical Society.
JULY 2020
Popular Science * 198x129 mm * 304 pages
9780715653821 * £12.99 * Flapped PB
Territories: UK C/Wealth excluding Can
Rights: Audio/LP

STUFF IN THIS BOOK
How bad is processed food? How sure are we?
Is sunscreen safe? Should you use it?
What about vaping?
Is coffee good or bad for you?
Whatí s your disease horoscope?
Whatí s that public pool smell made of?
When will you die?

STUFF IN OTHER BOOKS
Your carbon footprint
Food sustainability
GMOs
Politics
Football
Baseball
Any kind of ball, really
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A unique blend of literary biography and family secrets, with never-before-seen
love letters, revealing Elizabeth Bowení s love triangle
A sudden death in the family delivers Julia Parry a box of love letters. Dusty with age, they tell the
story of an illicit affair between renowned novelist Elizabeth Bowen and a young academic – Julia’s
grandfather.
Prompted by the letters, Parry retraces the overlapping lives of three very different characters; from
the rarefied air of Elizabeth Bowen’s Oxford in the 1930s, to the Anglo-Irish Big House, to the last
days of Empire in India and on into the Second World War. The celebrated supporting cast includes
Isaiah Berlin and Virginia Woolf. The result is an unparalleled debut work of personal and familial
investigation.

Julia Parry was brought up in West Africa and educated at St Andrews and Oxford. She
teaches literature and has worked as a photographer for the Guardian and the TLS. She
divides her time between London and Madrid.

SEPTEMBER 2020
Literary Biography * 216x135 mm * 352 pages
9780715653579 * £14.99 * HB
Territories: UK C/Wealth excluding Can
Rights: Audio/LP

ë A fascinating
and moving portrait
of love, loyalty and infidelity.í
SARAH WATERS

“

The linen is crisp, the light abundant through high stained-glass windows. There is a clink of
glasses, innuendo, and clever chatter. A luncheon party in Oxford in 1933. The host, thick-necked
and tipping into portliness, eyes the table with satisfaction. His chosen men, bright young fellows
of the college, are acquitting themselves well. The woman on his right, intelligent and boldfeatured, is a superb addition to the group – all the better for not being part of the university.
She, for her part, loves a good meal, particularly if served with wine and virility. There is nothing
quite like being the one clever woman in the room. Deftly she slips impressions of the table
up her imaginative sleeve. She’s already written a version of her host, with his air of cultured
complacency, into an earlier novel of hers.
Further down the table sits a young man. Square-faced, taciturn. Here is the Oxford he has
been aiming for, yet one he now fears he might lose. Here too a woman unlike any he has met –
spirited, older, other. It is essential to catch her eye, pique her curiosity, be memorable.

”
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murdoch trilogy

The only biography of Britainí s celebrated female spy ñ now fully
updated with newly declassified material
From being raised in a Tanzanian shack, to attaining MI6’s most senior operational rank,
Daphne Park led a highly unusual life. Drawing on first-hand accounts of intelligence workers
close to agent Park, Hayes reveals how she rose in a male-dominated world to become
Britain’s Cold War spy master.
With intimate, nail-biting details of still classified missions, Queen of Spies captures both the
paranoia and on-the-ground realities of intelligence work from the Second World War to the
Cold War, and the life of Britain’s celebrated female spy.
‘In the secret services, Park stood out as a forceful personality and
a woman in a man’s world.’ Daily Telegraph
‘A wonderful book.’ Irish Daily Mail

Paddy Hayes was born in Cork and educated in Dublin and at Harvard University. As
the founder of an international research practice, he has been a close observer of the
clandestine operations of secret intelligence services.
OCTOBER 2020
Biography * 198x129 mm * 384 pages, 8pp plates
9780715654057 * £12.99 * PB
Territories: World excluding US/Can
Rights: Audio/LP

“

On the day of the treff with Brik she left the chancery well ahead of the scheduled time of
the meeting, accompanied by one of her male colleagues. At a pre-arranged time he left her
company. As predicted, the surveillance team wheeled off leaving her unwatched.
Finally as she walked down the street, her heart racing, she saw a man approaching who looked
like Brik. She waited to make sure she had identified him correctly; the two had never met so all
she had was his picture, now safely ensconced in the office safe.
It was Brik, but there was a problem – two in fact. The first was that he was accompanied (by a
tough-looking woman) when the arrangements called for him to be on his own. The second was
that the visual recognition signal was wrong.
Park had a big problem and only seconds to decide whether to continue with
the meeting or to abort. She decided to abort. Park returned to the chancery
and sent a coded signal to Broadway describing the outcome. In London, SIS
assumed that Brik had been rumbled and was under KGB control.

ë Turns the spotlight on spies in
every continentÖ pulses along,
yet is filled with acute insight
into human ingenuity, frailty,
and the ironies of evil.í

Spectator

”

ë A richly entertaining
biography.í

Guardian
ë A thoroughly researched
and enlightening account.í

Times Literary Supplement
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A Sunday Times Best Book of the Year, casting new light on a literary legend
Edith Nesbit’s children’s books have enchanted millions and influenced bestselling authors such as
C.S. Lewis, P. L. Travers and J.K. Rowling, to name but a few. But who was the person behind the
best loved classics The Railway Children and Five Children and It?
Despite a troubling childhood Nesbit grew up to be playful, contradictory and creative. She hosted
legendary parties and was described by George Bernard Shaw – one of several lovers – as
‘audaciously unconventional’. Through Nesbit’s letters and archival research, Fitzsimons reveals
her as a prolific activist and writer on socialism, a woman in whom pragmatism and idealism
worked side-by-side to produce a singular talent.
‘A fantastic read.’ Jacqueline Wilson
‘What a great book… it’s wonderful!’ Jo Good Show

Eleanor Fitzsimons is a researcher, award-winning writer, journalist and broadcaster
specialising in feminist issues. Her work has been published widely including in the Sunday
Times, Guardian and Irish Times and she is a regular radio and television contributor. She
lives in Dublin.
OCTOBER 2020
Literary Biography * 198x129 mm * 352 pages, 8pp plates
9780715652022 * £12.99 * PB
Territories: World excluding US/Can
Rights: Audio/LP
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murdoch trilogy

The complete trilogy of John Bayleyí s touching memoirs of his marriage to the great
British novelist ñ now available as a collectorí s edition and with a new foreword
Iris Murdoch met John Bayley while reading philosophy at Oxford, the prelude to an intense
and unconventional but happy forty-year marriage, detailed in Bayley’s classic bestselling
memoir Iris. Despite Iris’ extramarital affairs with both men and women – which John always
suspected – their bond proved unbreakable.
When Iris and her grand intellect later succumbed to Alzheimer’s, John cared for her, which
he writes about in Iris and the Friends. Finally, in A Widower’s House he reflects on the void
that is left when a soulmate departs. All are told by the person who knew Iris best, with gentle
humour, and at times unbearably moving.
‘The greatest love story of our age.’ Observer
‘A unique glimpse into the alchemy of marriage… a work of art.’ Daily Telegraph
‘It is hard to do justice to the tenderness with which, in exquisite, measured prose
and surprising detail, he evokes their marriage.’ Sunday Times

John Bayley, CBE was a British literary critic and Warton Professor of English at Oxford
University.
NOVEMBER 2020
Literary Biography * 198x129 mm * 480 pages
9780715653968 * £25 * HB
Territories: World excluding US/Can
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A beautifully crafted novel of faith and loyalty amidst 15th century turmoil
1452, the reign of King Henry VI, and England is on the brink of civil war after the Hundred
Years War with France.
Young mystic Lady Isabelle d’Albret Courteault’s family is forced to flee the Duchy of English
Gascony for a new and unforeseeable life in England. There, she discovers dark secrets about
her family’s chaplain and tutor, secrets that haunt her while her family becomes established
as courtiers in King Henry VI’s court.
As her growing relationship with the chaplain places Lady Isabelle in increasing danger, can
she hold steadfast to her promises, and uphold both her monarchy and faith? This remarkable
debut will delight readers of Anne O’Brien, Sarah Dunant, or Philippa Gregory.

Catherine Cloverí s interest in medieval history began at the age of eight when she was
given her first book on knights and castles. She later completed her doctoral degree
from Trinity College, Oxford on the fortifications of English Gascony. She enjoys singing
soprano in her church choir.

NOVEMBER 2020
Historical Fiction * 198x129 mm * 320 pages
9780715653890 * £8.99 * PB
Territories: World
Rights: US, Audio/LP, Trans
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THE SCHOOL OF LIFE is a global organisation helping people lead more
fulfilled lives. To this end, it publishes books on the most important
issues of cultural and emotional life. Its titles are designed to
entertain, educate, console and transform.
Duckworth Books represents The School of Life Press
to the book trade.
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WHAT ADULTS DONí T KNOW ABOUT ART: THE REAL REASONS TO LOVE AND ENJOY ART
ñ a fresh perspective on a guide to art for children
In a tone that’s informative, unstuffy and at times rightly irreverent, this book explains how art can
fit into our lives. We learn where the impulse to make art comes from, what art to look at in certain
moods, and how to go around a museum without getting bored.
Featuring a selection of over 100 artworks and charming full colour illustrations throughout, this
is an innovative guide to the importance of art, produced in a way that will enchant children and,
along the way, teach their favourite adults one or two vital things as well.

ï

Features artworks from the classical to modern periods and artists including
Michelangelo, Frida Kahlo, Picasso, Agnes Martin, Ai Weiwei, Artemisia Gentileschi
and Leonardo da Vinci
ï

Includes fun question and answer activities and discussion points to encourage
conversations between parents and children
ï

Perfect for ages 9+

AUGUST 2020
Children’s Reference * 222x155 mm
192 pages * 96 images, colour illustrations throughout
9781912891290 * £15.00 * HB
Territories: UK & Ire
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WHAT ADULTS DONí T KNOW ABOUT ARCHITECTURE: HOW TO BUILD A MORE BEAUTIFUL AND
LIVEABLE WORLD ñ an insightful exploration of childrení s relationship with architecture
Children are rarely introduced properly to architecture, but there are in fact few subjects more
important – because the quality of the architecture that surrounds us has such an impact on our
mood and sense of well-being.
This engaging and beautifully illustrated guide is designed to help children (and their favourite adults)
think about the importance of architecture around the world. It tells us about what a satisfying
building is, what makes a street enticing (or not), why some cities are charming and others repel us
– and how we might build going forward in a way that will reliably delight and uplift us.

Chapters include:
ï

How buildings are like people
ï

Why are so many places ugly?
ï

Why are houses so expensive?
ï

What is beauty?
ï

Make your city interesting

SEPTEMBER 2020
Children’s Reference * 222x155 mm
192 pages * 185 images, colour illustrations throughout
9781912891306 * £15.00 * HB
Territories: UK & Ire

What Can I Do When I Grow Up?
9781912891207
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AN EMOTIONAL MENAGERIE: FEELINGS FROM A-Z ñ an imaginative and engaging
exploration of childhood emotions through poetry and evocative illustration
Filled with wise, therapeutic advice, brought to life through musical language and beautiful
illustrations, this collection of poems is an imaginative and universally appealing way of increasing
emotional literacy.
As an emotional glossary for children, featuring 26 rhyming poems that are arranged alphabetically,
this book brings our feelings to life – Anger, Boredom, Curiosity, Dreaminess, Embarrassment, Fear,
Guilt, and more. The poems transform each emotion into a different animal to provide a clear and
engaging illustration of its character: how it arises, how it makes us behave and how we can learn
to manage its effects. Boasting a rich vocabulary, the poems give children aged 5+ a wide variety
of options for describing their feelings to others.

Emotions are like animals:
No two are quite the same.
Some are quiet; some are fierce;
And all are hard to tame.

OCTOBER 2020
Children’s Reference * 260x230 mm
60 pages * full page colour illustrations
9781912891245 * £15.00 * HB
Territories: UK & Ire

Big Ideas for Curious Minds
9781999747145
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PHILOSOPHY IN 40 IDEAS: FROM ARISTOTLE TO ZHONG ñ a thought-provoking
introduction to philosophy; spanning the history of thought in 40 key ideas
Philosophy is a discipline committed to helping us live wiser and less sorrowful lives. This book
artfully draws together forty of the greatest and most useful ideas found in philosophy, taking us
on a journey around key concepts from both Eastern and Western cultures.
This essential guide reminds us of the wit, humanity and relevance of a number of great
philosophers including Nietzsche, Heidegger, Confucius, Lao Tzu and Buddha. Thoughts about love,
work, anxiety, self-knowledge and happiness are examined, highlighted and inspiringly presented
here so they can work their consoling effect where it is most needed: in our daily lives.

ï

Covers some of the greatest, and most useful, ideas
from philosophy
ï

Key concepts from great thinkers throughout history
help us feel wiser, more thoughtful and readier to
appreciate our lives
ï

High-end gift format with 40 illustrated entries

SEPTEMBER 2020
Popular Philosophy * 178x126 mm
88 pages * 40 colour illustrations
9781912891474 * £10.00 * HB
Territories: UK & Ire

Great Thinkers
9780993538704

Calm
HB 9780993538728

Small Pleasures
HB 9780993538735

Relationships
HB 9780993538742

Sex
HB 9780993538766

On Being Nice
HB 9780995573642

Heartbreak
HB 9781912891016

Dating
HB 9781912891047

Arguments
HB 9781912891115

Affairs
HB 9781912891054

Why You Will Marry the Wrong Person
HB 9780995573628

How to Find Love
HB 9780995573697

The Sorrows of Love
HB 9780995753525

The Sorrows of Work
HB 9780995753518

Anxiety
HB 9781912891214

The Emotionally Intelligent Office
PB 9780995753587

How to Get On With Your Colleagues
PB 9781912891153

How to Think more Effectively
PB 9781912891139

Thinking and Eating
HB 9781912891023

The School of Life Dictionary
HB 9780995753594

The Joys and Sorrows of Parenting
HB 9781999917937

Things Never to Tell Children
HB 9780995573680

The School of Life Guide to Modern Manners
HB 9781912891146

Who Am I?
HB 9781912891085
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A MORE EXCITING LIFE: A GUIDE TO GREATER FREEDOM, SPONTANEITY AND ENJOYMENT
ñ the guide to achieving a more joyful and interesting life
This is a guide to that more exciting life we know should – and can – be ours. It isn’t about the
outward things we might do: travelling, parachuting out of airplanes or learning a foreign language.
This is a book of psychology encouraging us to identify and accept our own desires and aspirations
in order to find our freedom.
By addressing insightful topics such as getting expectations right, learning to be angry, intimacy
and closeness, and overcoming the pressure to be exceptional, this guide helps us become open to
the full intensity, beauty and mystery of life and to the richness of our own possibilities.
Self-Knowledge
9780995753501

On Confidence
9780995573673

NOVEMBER 2020
Psychology / Self-help * 170x125 mm
270 pages * 16 colour images, 1 b&w image
9781912891252 * £15.00 * HB
Territories: UK & Ire

A Job to Love
9780993538759

The Meaning of Life
9780995753549

FARRAGO publishes fiction to make you smile, with books that tickle
your funny bone. We make sure that, once youí ve found one funny book,
thereí s a whole series to enjoy. Farrago readers can trust us to bring
them new series to keep the laughter going all year long.
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An uplifting male-led rom-com ñ suggesting that we
might be a bit more like birds than we realise
Simon Selwood is an academic expert on the monogamous sexual behaviour of birds, but hopeless
at finding human love. Then he meets Kim, and something at last is more important to him than
ornithology.
Kim doesn’t give a hoot about birds. And at first she isn’t very interested in Simon either. Relying
on what he has gleaned from observing the opportunistic pied flycatcher and other species, plus
the unorthodox advice of old friend Phil, Simon sets out on a mission to discover love for himself.
But will he make the right choice?

The Mating Behaviour of Birds takes a light-hearted look at the battle of the sexes, drawing on the
surprising parallels between the courtship behaviours of humans and birds.

Lee Farnsworth studied Genetics at Newcastle University, eventually gaining a PhD for his
work on bovine mitochondria. He then spent more than fifteen years in the pharmaceutical
industry, holding senior leadership positions in Europe and the US.

OCTOBER 2020
Contemporary Romance * 198x129 mm * 304 pages
9781788423106 * £8.99 * PB
Territories: World
Rights: US, LP

For fans of Nick Hornby, Graeme Simsion,
Nick Spalding and John Oí Farrell

“

ë Simon, meet my dear friend, Kim,í she said.
The female henceforth known as Kim was standing over
a dark grey worktop with her back towards us; she had long straight
chestnut coloured hair that draped down the back of a billowing
white blouse. She turned to face us.
ë Kim,í said, Pippa, ë This is Simon.í
The Kim female smiled at me. I may have smiled back, I really caní t
be sure.
ë Code Alpha, said the PC. I repeat, Code Alpha.í
I felt a combination of elation (dopamine) and terror (adrenaline)
seize me. I tried to speak only to discover that I had lost the capability
to vocalise.
Though thoroughly discombobulated, I could at least see that the lips
belonging to the Kim female were now moving and I noticed that they
were in fact moving in synchrony.
I thought that they were very clever lips for doing
that. They were very red lips too. I liked red. Kim had
very clever, very red lips, I decided, and I liked them. But realising
that the clever red lips must be moving for a reason, I became
disconcerted.
Oh my God. Sheí s talking.

”
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Summer by the sea ñ a time to spread your wings, right?
Leah has come to Dorset to collect seaweed samples for a nutrition research project. She’s trying
to leave behind a disastrous family life and is haunted by the death of her best friend, Claire.
Here she meets Brendon, an Australian come to search for his mysteriously-vanished-from-thefamily great grandfather. As Leah and Brendon form a summer friendship, their backgrounds catch
up with them. But together they help each other see beyond the past.

The Seasons by the Sea series combines profound emotional understanding with laugh-out-loud
humour, where damaged three-dimensional characters are redeemed by love.
Jane Lovering lives in North Yorkshire, where she writes romantic comedies, one or two of
which have won awards. Owing to a terrible outbreak of insanity she is now the minder of
three cats and two terriers.
Christmas Secrets
by the Sea
9781788421201

AUGUST 2020
Contemporary Romance * 198x129 mm * 256 pages
9781788421904 * £8.99 * PB
Territories: World
Rights: US, Audio/LP, Trans
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A darkly funny whodunnit of sex, death and the tragi-comedy of old age
Ex-SAS officer Tom Knight is a 73-year-old private detective in a seaside town, with a bad leg, and
a morbid fear of growing old. He’s also fallen in love with Fran, a sprightly 52-year-old carer at a
retirement home.
So when she’s framed for the murder of three old ladies he resolves to win her back by proving her
innocence. His quest takes him behind the town’s veil of respectability, and leads him to face up to
his fear of old age by going undercover at the care home where the murders happened. But will it
be enough to win back the lady of his dreams?
Proving that you’re just as young as you feel, the Tom Knight mysteries combine delicious comedy
with a precision-engineered plot.

Charlie Hodges is a childrení s writer and script editor. His recent script work includes
Dennis and Gnasher, and Shaun The Sheep. His live action credits include TV adaptations of
Enid Blyton as well as the long-running teen drama series The Tribe.

SEPTEMBER 2020
Crime and Mystery * 198x129 mm * 304 pages
9781788422635 * £8.99 * PB
Territories: World
Rights: US, Audio/LP
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The latest in this riotously funny crime series set in the world of reality TV,
infused with the boisterous spirit of Essex
Keeping temperamental ballroom dancers happy feels like a full-time job for the producer of
Saturday night show Take a Dance on Me. So when dancer Tatiana Pishkov senses that she is in
danger, she is quick to persuade local detective Cherry Hinton to act as an on-set bodyguard. It’s
not long before a murder is discovered.
Cherry – who has her hands full making cakes for her Brentwood bakery and avoiding turning up
on Watch My Ex Having Sex – teams up with her former flame DS Jacob Stowe to get to the truth
of the matter. The murderer always seems to be two dance steps ahead of them, but can Cherry
and Jacob solve the case before the live Grand Final turns deadly?
Jennifer Stone was born in Essex and spent her formative years living within its borders.
She is currently head of English at a boarding school in Suffolk and has just completed her
MA in Creative Writing (Crime) at UEA.

Cherr y Slice
9781788421652

NOVEMBER 2020
Crime and Mystery * 198x129 mm * 320 pages
9781788421676 * £8.99 * PB
Territories: World
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HIGHLIGHTS

Every Breath You Take
9780715653708

Layer Cake
9780715653647

The Secret Life of Bones
9780715653791

My Life in France
9780715643679

China in Ten Words
9780715645512

The Singularity is Near
9780715635612

A Wood of One’s Own
9780715653678

How Not to be a Doctor
9780715653364

Things We Didn’t Talk
About When I Was a Girl
9780715653753

Country Doctor
9781788420723

David Bowie
Made Me Gay
9780715652992

Churchill & Orwell
9780715652763

Effie
9780715641446

The Bonjour Effect
9780715652190

The Young Survivors
9780715653555

Stanley and Elsie
9780715653685

Ike and Kay
9780715652954

The Royal Art of Poison
9780715653142

Through Two Doors At Once
9780715653920

Cosmosapiens
9780715651216

The Divided Mind
9780715637272

Angela Merkel
9780715653999

The Nordic Theory
of Everything
9780715653180

Picture Miss Seeton
9781911440536

Cherry Slice
9781788421652

Life, Death and Cellos
9781788421119

Three Cheers for Me
9781911440451

Battlestar Suburbia
9781788421027

Coffin, Scarcely Used
9781788420150

The Great American Cheese War
9781788421577

Yellowthread Street
9781911440963

Mr Finchley
Discovers His England
9781788421614

The Cuckoos
of Batch Magna
9781788421232

Christmas Secrets
by the Sea
9781788421201

The Truth About Archie and Pye
9781788421089

A Night in the Lonesome October
9781911440864

Doorways in the Sand
9781911440871

Darkwood
9781788421416

Dover One
9781788422048

Death Set to Music
9781788422277

All That I Have
9781788422574

Mockstars
9781788422208

The Ice Maid’s Tail
9781788421874

Florida Roadkill
9781911440932

No Sunscreen
for the Dead
9781788421546

The Papers of
A.J. Wentworth, BA
9781788421836
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